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Abstract
In the field of building energy efficiency, researchers generally focus on building performance and how to enhance it. The objective of this work is to empower the building occupants by putting them in the loop of efficient energy use, supporting them to achieve their objectives by pointing out how far their actions are from an optimal set of actions. Different levels of explanation are investigated. Indicators measuring the distance to optimality are, firstly, proposed. An algorithm that generates deeper explanations is then presented to determine how changing some actions impacts comfort. The paper emphasizes the importance of explanations with a real case study. It identifies the type and level of explanations needed for different occupants. The concept of replay is presented. An occupant can replay his past actions and learn from them.
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1 Introduction

Considering the massive increase in energy demands, building consumption is a very fundamental domain as it constitutes more than 40% of the globally supp-
plied energy [1]. It illustrates the importance to decrease or limit the emissions from buildings. Enhancements in construction techniques, insulation and building regulations have increased the relative energy impact of occupant’s actions in the energy consumption. It is therefore important that occupants understand the impact of their actions in order to reduce the energy consumption while meeting their demands on expected comfort.

An energy management system with explanatory capabilities relies on physical models. These models are used to simulate and predict the evolution of various variables (temperature, air quality, consumption, etc.) according to actions. Depending on the service provided by the occupants, the models can be used in a direct way for simulating an action’s impact, or in an indirect way to compute the best actions according to some criteria. Due to their complexity and mathematical formalism, models and optimization results are however not suitable for direct interactions with inhabitants: the intrinsic knowledge they contain is not directly intelligible. Human beings are trained, since elementary school, to think and to understand the world through causal representations like: what happens, when does it happen, what affects it, and what does it affect? [2]. This causal knowledge is hidden inside the equations and should be explicit.

The paper focuses on the generation of explanations about energy impact of user actions. Explanations occur in different ways [3] and for different reasons. One of the main motivation for having explanations is to be able to manage in a better way if similar events or scenarios arise in future [4]. Explanations usually rely on causal relationships. There are at least four kinds of causal explanations: common cause, common effect, linear causal chains, and causal homeostasis (cyclic causal relationships) [5]. According to [6], explanations are ubiquitous, come in a variety of forms and formats, and are used for a variety of purposes. Still, the common feature about most explanations is their limitation. For most natural phenomena and many artificial ones, the full set of relations to be explained is complex and far beyond the grasp of any one individual.

The paper focuses on a real case of study: an office, where 4 persons work. It is equipped with 27 sensors collecting information about CO$_2$ concentration, humidity, electrical consumption, luminescence, temperature, presence, occupancy etc. It is also equipped with 2 cameras to verify the occupant’s actions and their routines in historical data. A panoramic photo of the office with sensors is presented in Fig. 1.

The comfort criteria for this office are the thermal comfort and the air quality based on CO$_2$. The office does not contain any controllable HVAC system. This work proposes a method for occupants to better understand and learn how to improve their actions. In this scenario or similar ones, changing the door and window positions are the only possible actions occupants may perform. Such an application in energy building is first of its kind, as par the author’s knowledge, and here lies the novelty of the proposed work.

The next section shows a brief description of the problem and a general approach to resolve it. Section 3 describes the motivation for generating explanations for energy management systems while presenting the physical models.
Section 4 proposes a new indicator that helps the occupants to understand the gap between their actions and optimal actions according to comfort criteria. Section 5 focuses on how to show to the occupants the consequences of their actions as compared to optimal actions, by generating differential explanations and influences.

2 Problem Statement

The main objective of the paper is to propose solutions to assist occupants to better understand how they can modify their behavior and make better decisions with respect to their own comfort criteria. Due to the complexity of the building physics and unconscious routines, occupants face difficulties while trying to understand what is happening and why they need to change their daily routines to obtain better comfort, or to better compromise between comfort and cost. Generation of contextual explanation is therefore at stake.

Explanations should rely on causal relationships i.e on an ordering in phenomena modeled by variables: the causes, i.e. the occupant actions (A) or contextual (C) phenomena, the final effects (E) and the intermediate effects (I). It is summarized in Fig. 2 for the studied office. The arrows in the figure represent the cause-effect relation between these groups.

The different groups of variables are given by:

1. Context group: it contains all the uncontrollable variables that the system needs to take into consideration like the outside temperature $T_{out}$, the humidity, the temperatures in the neighbor zones $T_{cor}$, the number of occupants, etc.

2. Actions group: it contains all the different actions that the system can propose to the occupants to enhance their comfort levels (like opening the window $\zeta_w$, and opening the door $\zeta_D$).
3. Effect group: it contains the variables that will be directly experienced by the occupants like thermal dissatisfaction $\sigma_T$ and air quality dissatisfaction $\sigma_{\text{air}}$.

4. Intermediate group: it contains different sub-groups and different levels for multiple intermediary variables. These variables are either measured like the indoor temperature $T_{\text{in}}$ and the indoor CO$_2$ concentration $C_{\text{in}}$ or estimated like the heat flow $\varphi_{\text{heat}}$ and the air flow $\varphi_{\text{air}}$.

All of this can be reformulated as: $\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{C} \xrightarrow{I} \mathcal{E}$ where:

$\mathcal{A}$ is the set of variables modeling occupant’s actions,
$\mathcal{C}$ is the set of contextual variables,
$I$ represents the intermediate variables, and
$\mathcal{E}$ represents the effect variables.

The effects resulting from the best actions according to some given criteria can be computed.

It is denoted by: $\mathcal{A}^*, \mathcal{C} \xrightarrow{I^*} \mathcal{E}^*$ where:

$\mathcal{A}^*$ is the optimal set of actions,
$I^*$ represents the intermediate variables generated from optimal actions, and
$\mathcal{E}^*$ is the optimal effects that can be achieved.

To generate the explanations, a concept of a qualitative distance is defined by comparing the actual scenario ($\tilde{x}$) to the optimal one ($x^*$), which is given by:
\[
\Pi_{v_{-3}, v_{-2}, v_{-1}, v_1, v_2, v_3} (x^* - \tilde{x}) : \\
x^* - \tilde{x} < v_{-3} \rightarrow \text{very low} \\
v_{-3} \leq x^* - \tilde{x} < v_{-2} \rightarrow \text{low} \\
v_{-2} \leq x^* - \tilde{x} < v_{-1} \rightarrow \text{slightly low} \\
v_{-1} \leq x^* - \tilde{x} < v_1 \rightarrow \text{no change} \\
v_1 \leq x^* - \tilde{x} < v_2 \rightarrow \text{slightly high} \\
v_2 \leq x^* - \tilde{x} < v_3 \rightarrow \text{high} \\
x^* - \tilde{x} \geq v_3 \rightarrow \text{very high}
\]  

This mapping is done to show the occupants the impact of their actions on the comfort criteria, and to convince them why they need to change their behavior when it is far from optimality.

These concepts are going to be used firstly to explain how far actions are from the optimal actions, then to compute what can be gained by changing the actions.

3 Physical Knowledge Model

Advanced energy management systems rely on one or more physical models. For example, the physical model for predicting the inside temperature for the office is the following [7]:

\( T_n, T_{in} \) and \( T_{out} \) represent respectively the temperatures of the adjacent corridor, the office and outdoor.

\( R_D \) and \( R_W \) represent respectively the thermal resistances of the door and the window when they are closed.

\( \zeta_D \) and \( \zeta_W \) are 1 if the door or the window is opened, 0 otherwise.

\( R_i \) and \( C_i \) represent respectively the resistance and the capacitance of walls.

\( \phi_{in} \) represents the internal thermal gains: solar gains, gains of electric devices and gains due to occupancy.

Let \( \frac{1}{R} = \frac{1}{R_i} + \frac{1}{R_{out}} + \frac{\zeta_W}{R_W} + \frac{1}{R_{in}} + \frac{\zeta_D}{R_D} \)  

where:

\( R_D = \frac{1}{\rho_{air} c_{p,air} Q_D} \)  

\( \rho_{air} \) is the air volume in the zone.

\( c_{p,air} \) is a specific mass heat of air.

\( Q_D \) is the air speed traversing the door.

\( R_W = \frac{1}{\rho_{air} c_{p,air} Q_W} \)
$Q_W$ is the air speed traversing the window.

\[ \frac{dT}{dt} = \frac{R - R_i}{R_i^2 C_i} + \frac{R}{R_i C_i} \phi_{in} + \frac{R}{R_i C_i} \left( \frac{1}{R_{out}} + \frac{\zeta W}{R_W} \right) T_{out} + \frac{R}{R_i C_i} \left( \frac{1}{R_n} + \frac{\zeta D}{R_D} \right) T_n \]  

(5)

\[ T_{in} = \frac{R}{R_i} \tau + R \left( \frac{1}{R_{out}} + \frac{\zeta W}{R_W} \right) T_{out} + R \left( \frac{1}{R_n} + \frac{\zeta D}{R_D} \right) T_n \]  

(6)

with $R_n, R_{out}, R_i$ and $C_i$ being time-invariant.

Equation (6) serves as a model to predict the inside temperature. By observing the variables included in it, it is clear that the inside temperature is related to different phenomena like outdoor temperature, corridor temperature, the different sources of heat inside the office, and actions that are taken by occupants regarding the position of the door and the window.

Determination of the air quality is usually done by measuring the concentration of CO$_2$ in the air. The following air quality model has been used:

$C_{cor}$, $C_{in}$ and $C_{out}$ represent respectively the CO$_2$ concentration of the corridor, the office and outdoor. $V$ stands for the volume of the office and $n(t)$ for the number of occupants [8].

\[ V \frac{dC_{in}}{dt} = -(Q_{out}(t) + Q_{cor}(t))C_{in} + Q_{out}(t)C_{out} + Q_{cor}(t)C_{cor} + S_{CO_2} \times n(t) \]  

(7)

Assumptions :

$Q_{out}(t) = Q_0(t)_{out} + \zeta W(t)Q_{W}$

(8)

$Q_{cor}(t) = Q_0(t)_{cor} + \zeta D(t)Q_{D}$

(9)

Then, it yields to:

\[ V \frac{dC_{in}}{dt} = -(Q_0(t)_{out} + Q_0(t)_{cor} + \zeta W(t)Q_{W} + \zeta D(t)Q_{D})C_{in} + (Q_0(t)_{out} + \zeta W(t)Q_{W})C_{out} + (Q_0(t)_{cor} + \zeta D(t)Q_{D})C_{cor} + S_{CO_2} \times n(t) \]  

(10)

Further details of the physical model can be found in [7]. From Eq. (2) to (10), it is clearly noticeable that the desired criteria, thermal comfort and air quality, are dependent on many different phenomena from different zones and from different actions.

Another very important element in an energy management system is the optimizer [9]. The optimizer acquires the available data and the output of
various models to compute the optimal scenario according to the chosen comfort criteria and the occupant’s preferences. The details on the optimizer used for this paper is provided in Section 4.

The output of the model and the optimizer are used to compute the best set of actions by optimizing the occupant’s comfort criteria. Figure 3 represents the different measured temperature that were taken from different thermal zones on a random day from the database of last year (e.g. 05/June/2015) with a red box marking the zone from 2pm to 3pm. Here the output of the system optimizer is depicted as 'office temperature best'. Same is done in Fig. 4 for the air quality (CO₂ concentration). Figures 5 and 6 correspond respectively to the door and the window positions manually controlled by the inhabitant and the recommended actions. Observing the zone between 2pm and 3pm, it can be seen that the system recommends to close the window and open the door. This would prevent the inside temperature from reaching the outdoor temperature and opening the door would help keeping the temperature closer to the corridor temperature, which is below the outside temperature. However, doing these recommended actions would cause an acceptable degradation in the air quality.

Based only on these observations, it is very complex to correlate all these different data to understand why the energy management system is recommending some actions. If the user’s behavior is not the same as the proposed optimal scenario, he will have to change his habits. To help him change his habits, it is important to explain him what are the consequences of each of his non optimal action so that he can decide which one he will really change. The proposed approach tries to benefit from the physical model then figures out how to extract useful information from different measured and calculated data, and represent them in a way that makes more meaning for the inhabitants.

4 Distance to Best Compromises

This section deals with the assessment of how far is the actual behavior from the optimal one. There are different comfort criteria, such as reduction of the CO₂ concentration, maintaining the office temperature within preferred levels, reducing the humidity level and other possible cost criteria such as minimizing energy consumption, minimizing energy cost taking into account possible variable tariffs. Hence, the problem is a multi-criteria problem. For computing the distance to best compromises, the distance to the Pareto-front is to be calculated. There is a need for an indicator showing the occupant how much the degradation in their comfort levels generated by their actions is far or close to the achievable optimal solution.

This work presents a case study which considers optimal scheduling of actions according to the minimization of thermal ($\sigma_T$) and air quality dissatisfactions ($\sigma_{air}$) which stand for final effect variables in Fig. 2. Quantitatively, thermal and air quality dissatisfaction are given by Eq. (12) and (13). The thermal dissatisfaction is based on a preferred office temperature range from $21^\circ$C to
Figure 3: Different temperature measurements and system output

Figure 4: Different CO₂ concentrations and system output

Figure 5: Actual and recommended door position

Figure 6: Actual and recommended window position
Similarly, the CO₂ based air-quality dissatisfaction increases with CO₂ concentration from the minimum concentration of 400 ppm (parts per million). Following this, the section describes how the distance to best compromises is calculated. It also presents a brief description of the optimization algorithm which acts as the tool to obtain the optimized schedule of actions.

### 4.1 Criteria and Compromises

The dissatisfaction minimization problem can be formulated as shown in Eq. (11) where the solution vector \( A \), for actions (Fig. 2), is a 24-dimensional binary sequence representing the status (open = 1 / close = 0) of door and window over 12 hours (8 am to 8 pm) which influences temperature and CO₂ concentration and in turn influences the dissatisfaction levels (as quantified in Eq. (12) and (13)).

Minimize:

\[
D(A) = [\sigma_T(A), \sigma_{air}(A)] = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{12} \sum_{k=1}^{12} \sigma_T^k(A) \\ \frac{1}{12} \sum_{k=1}^{12} \sigma_{air}^k(A) \end{bmatrix}
\]  

(11)

The dissatisfaction for the thermal comfort at the \( k \)-th time period is given by:

\[
\sigma_T^k(T_{in}) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{21-T_{in}}{21-18}, & \text{if } T_{in} < 21 \\
0, & \text{if } 21 \leq T_{in} \leq 23 \\
\frac{T_{in}-23}{26-23}, & \text{if } T_{in} > 23 
\end{cases}
\]  

(12)

where \( T_{in} \) stands for the office temperature and is a function of the occupant’s actions \( A \).

Similarly, the air quality dissatisfaction for the air quality at the \( k \)-th time period is given by:

\[
\sigma_{air}^k(C_{in}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } C_{in} \leq 400 ppm \\
\frac{C_{in}-400}{1500-400}, & \text{if } C_{in} > 400 ppm 
\end{cases}
\]  

(13)

where \( C_{in} \) stands for the CO₂ office concentration and is also a function of \( A \).

The data recorded by the sensors correspond to some states of door and window positions. Based on the recorded data, the set of 12 temperatures \((T_{in}^k(A), \text{recorded in } ^\circ C)\) and the set of 12 CO₂ concentrations \((C_{in}^k(A), \text{recorded in ppm})\) where each value is the average for the \( k \)-th hour, helps in quantifying the thermal and air quality dissatisfaction. The aim of the optimization is to minimize daily average of the thermal and the air quality dissatisfaction levels.
for the occupant and thereby determine the ideal scenario ($A^*$) of door and window position over the 12 hours of the day which will help achieve these minimal dissatisfaction levels ($E^*$). The occupant when provided with these optimal actions ($A^*$) is expected to learn the scope of possible enhancement as compared to their past actions ($\hat{A}$). This learning takes place with the help of the differential explanations and influences which is explained in detail in Section 5.

For optimization, the multi-objective version of differential evolution (DEMO) [10] has been employed. The thermal and air quality dissatisfaction are conflicting in nature. For example, when outdoor temperature is lower than the preferred temperatures, opening the window can decrease the office temperature and hence increasing thermal dissatisfaction while on the other hand, it will decrease the CO$_2$ concentration and hence decrease air quality dissatisfaction. Thus, a set of trade-offs is obtained which represents the different levels of thermal and air quality dissatisfaction as a solution for the multi-objective optimization problem.

4.2 Compromises of Interest

The set of trade-offs gives rise to a surface in the objective space which is popularly known as Pareto-Front. In other words, for this work, the Pareto-Front is an approximated curve based on the optimization results when plotted as thermal dissatisfaction versus air quality dissatisfaction or vice-versa. From the recorded data, the thermal and air quality state can also be marked and hence, present the system state compared to optimal state in a graphical format as shown in Fig. 7. The system state depicts the aggregate result of a non-optimal scenario as it is played by the occupants and thus reflects the quality of their behavior.

Based on each criteria, several points on the approximated Pareto-front are selected and the occupant is presented with a set of four possibilities which are as follows:

1. The state of the house or the actions (opening/closing of doors/windows) that can be considered by the occupant for achieving minimum air quality dissatisfaction (or equivalently maximum air quality comfort) while suffering some losses on the thermal comfort. This is marked by a blue circle on Fig. 7.

2. Like the previous case, the actions that can be considered by the occupant for achieving maximum thermal comfort while suffering some losses on the air quality comfort. This is marked by a green square on Fig. 7.

3. The actions that can be considered by the occupant for obtaining maximum improvement on the air quality comfort while sacrificing minimal amount of thermal comfort. This is marked by a magenta triangle on Fig. 7.
4. Like the previous case the actions that can be considered by the occupant for obtaining maximum improvement on the thermal comfort while sacrificing minimal amount of air quality comfort. This is marked by a yellow diamond on Fig. 7.

It is further emphasized that each of these vectors (black points) in the Pareto-front as shown in Fig. 7 corresponds to some scenario and thus, represents a behavior of the occupant in terms of openings and closings of doors and windows over 12 hours on a particular day.

4.3 Multi-objective Differential Evolution

The goal is to provide the occupant with support to improve his behavior by understanding how far he is from optimal behavior. The optimal behavior is a set of solutions consisting each in a scenario of openings and closings. This optimization problem is addressed with the multi-objective version of differential evolution (DEMO) algorithm [10]. The algorithm is briefly described next. It consists of the following steps: initialization, mutation, recombination and selection.

4.3.1 Initialization

For the first generation, several numbers (20, for this work) of population candidates are randomly initialized where each candidate is a 24-dimensional vector.
(A) whose each element is either open (1) or close (0) status of door or window.

4.3.2 Mutation

In this step, for every \(i\)-th candidate in the population, three candidates and random indices \(r_1, r_2\) and \(r_3\) are chosen such that \(i, r_1, r_2\) and \(r_3\) are mutually exclusive. The donor vectors, \(V_{i,G}\), are generated at the mutation step for generation \(G\) by Eq. (14) where \(F\) is called the scale factor which is randomly selected such that \(F \in [0, 2]\). To ensure that the constituents of the vectors are binary, the floor function \(\lfloor\cdot\rfloor\) has been employed.

\[
V_{i,G} = A_{r_1,G} + \lfloor F \times (A_{r_2,G} - A_{r_3,G}) \rfloor
\] (14)

4.3.3 Recombination

The constituent of donor solutions and candidate solutions are chosen to construct the trial solutions, \(U_{i,G}\), based on the crossover ratio, \(CR \in [0, 1]\) which is a random value. Recombination follows Eq. (15) which suggests that higher value for \(CR\) favors selection of donor solutions and hence, \(CR\) was chosen to be 0.8. A random index \(I_{\text{rand}}\) is selected for which the constituent of the donor is considered so that the trial vector is always new.

\[
u_{ij,G} = \begin{cases} v_{ij,G}, & \text{if } rand_{ij} \leq CR \text{ or } j = I_{\text{rand}} \\ a_{ij,G}, & \text{if } rand_{ij} > CR \text{ and } j \neq I_{\text{rand}} \end{cases}
\] (15)

4.3.4 Selection

The fitness evaluation of a solution is dictated by Eq. (11). Since there are multiple criteria for selection, Pareto-dominance relation between the fitnesses of the trial and candidate solutions helps to decide which solution is chosen for the next generation. Selection is governed by Eq. (16) whereas Eq. (17) demonstrates Pareto-dominance relation [11] where \(A_1\) Pareto-dominates \(A_2\) i.e. \(A_1 \succ A_2\). Since, the aim of this optimization problem is to increase the comfort of the occupant, minimization of dissatisfaction defined in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) are to be considered.

\[
A_{i,G+1} = \begin{cases} A_{i,G}, & \text{if } D(A_{i,G}) > D(U_{i,G}) \\ U_{i,G}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\] (16)

\[\forall i \in \{1, 2\}, \; d_i(A_1) \leq d_i(A_2) \]

and \(\exists j \in \{1, 2\}, \; d_j(A_1) < d_j(A_2)\) (17)

At the end of a large number of generations (300 for this work) by which the optimization is believed to have converged to some optima, a set of solutions and the associated set of criteria are obtained. At the termination of the optimization algorithm, the subset of solutions is selected such that no other
solution Pareto-dominates any solution of this subset. This subset is known as the Pareto-optimal set and the corresponding criteria forms a set known as Pareto-Front.

Pareto-Front represents the set of the optimal possible solutions that the occupant can take depending on his preferences. Based on this Pareto-Front, the suggestions illustrated in Fig. 7 are obtained. The assessment of the best candidate solution proceeds as follows. The city-block distance, as given by Eq. (18), (representing the net dissatisfaction) \[12, 13\] of every objective vector, \(D_i\) from the reference objective vector, \(D_0\), is used as an indicator. The origin (coordinate \((0, 0)\)) of the objective space is considered as the reference objective vector because it is the minimum possible value either of the thermal or air quality dissatisfaction can attain. Hence, this quality indicator is used for ranking solutions at every generation of optimization and also for reporting the best candidate solution after termination of the optimization algorithm. Best candidate solution is that solution whose objective vector is closest to the origin of the objective space. This objective vector represents the best trade-off among all the conflicting objectives (considering equal preference of the different objectives) and its corresponding solution is the approximation of the optimal schedule of door and window opening/closing \((A^*)\) that the occupant can consider. The indicator, given by Eq. (18), can also be used to measure the distance between the a Pareto-optimal solution and the user position by replacing \(D_0\) with the dissatisfaction values obtained from the historical data.

\[
\text{Dist}(D_i, D_0) = \sum_{k=1}^{2} |d_{ik} - d_{0k}|
\]  

(18)

To assess the problem at hand, the solution from the optimization problem obtained using the data of a random day from last year (i.e. recordings of 05/May/2015) is depicted in Fig. 8. The user position or the dissatisfaction on 05/May/2015 obtained from historical data is marked as a blue cross on Fig. 8. The solution corresponding to the nearest objective vector of the Pareto-Front from the origin is the best schedule proposed to the occupant. From the set of different solutions the four compromises of interest as mentioned in Section 4.2 are chosen. Based on this example, solutions 1 and 2 merges with solutions 3 and 4, respectively, and forms the end coordinates of the curve representing the Pareto-Front. Hence, two solutions at both the ends of the Pareto-front along with the solution nearest to the ideal objective vector (origin) are the schedules to be analyzed further. These proposed schedules along with the schedule of actions performed by the occupant results in a set of 12 temperatures and CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations, which are shown in Fig. 9 and 10 respectively. The observations made from Fig. 8 is not so much evident for the occupant. However, from Fig. 9 and 10 the occupant can understand how much gain in thermal comfort can be achieved in different hours using the proposed optimal set of actions. Moreover, from this optimal set of actions the physical model can generate its associated state, which can be compared with the occupant’s state to generate the differential explanations and influences (explained in Section 5) and thus
present to the inhabitant the possible changes in actions to improve his comfort.

From these results, it can be observed that the usual schedule of actions followed by the occupants is worse with respect to all the three proposed schedules. Following any of the proposed schedules of actions will lead to a decrease in the dissatisfaction with respect to both air quality and office temperature. This is consistent with both the temporal results (Fig. 9 and 10) and the resultant Pareto-Front (Fig. 8).

As an example scenario, the temperature and CO$_2$ concentrations based on the occupants’ behavior peaks between 3pm to 4pm as shown in Fig. 9 and 10.

From Fig. 9, during 3pm to 4pm, it can be observed that if the scenario for optimal air quality is chosen, the temperature decreases but it decreases much more if the scenario for optimal thermal quality is chosen. Even at times like the period between 11am to 12pm in Fig. 9, reaching optimal air quality comfort can lead to an increase in room temperature i.e. loss in thermal comfort.

Similarly, from Fig. 10, during 3pm to 4pm, it can be observed that if scenario for optimal thermal quality is chosen, the CO$_2$ concentration in the room decreases but it decreases much more if the scenario for optimal air quality is chosen.

With further analysis, it can be seen from Fig. 9 and 10 that for most of
Figure 9: Average office temperatures at different hours showing the proposed temperatures and the recorded temperatures

the hours, the curve corresponding to best schedule of actions (average dissatisfaction nearest to the origin) lies between the curves which originates from the end points of the Pareto-Front. This is not the case at the end hours of the day. However, it can be addressed to the fact that the minimization is performed on the average dissatisfaction measured across the entire day and not at every hour. Hence, using this proposed method optimal schedules can be generated for comparison with the historical schedule of the occupants.

Among the several schedules generated from the Pareto-front, based on the solutions discussed in Section 4.2, a few solutions are chosen for comparison. The user can prefer any of these schedules to compare his past schedule and learn the impact of his actions. The information on impact of his actions is generated using differential explanations as described in the next section. Thus, in order to compare his past actions, a single schedule has to be rendered. Considering equal preferences of the occupants with respect to thermal and air quality dissatisfaction, the schedule generated from the point on the Pareto-Front which is closest to the origin of the objective space (Eq. (18)) is presented for generating the differential explanations.

Based on these results, occupants can get an indicator of the amount of gain or loss in temperatures and CO$_2$ concentrations to be achieved by them while following the actions proposed by the system for the entire day. The differential explanations, explained in Section 5, will lead the occupants to understand what actions are to be taken to achieve these best comfort levels.
Figure 10: Average concentrations of CO$_2$ at different hours showing the proposed concentrations and the recorded concentrations
5 Differential Explanations and Influences

Differential explanations are constructed by analyzing the difference between two scenarios (the historical one and the optimal one calculated by the system) to assist the occupants to understand the impact and the effect of their daily actions on the optimality of their desired criteria.

From the optimization results, occupants can understand their position according to the possible set of the optimal solutions for the entire day. Differential explanations will help them to understand how and what needs to be done to reach the chosen optimal solution according to their objectives.

This comparison includes the set of actions, the intermediate variables, and the effects. The variables are concerned with the consequences of the difference between the users’ actions and the optimal actions, and form the basis for the explanations. With this, it is possible to generate an indicator for the impact of those actions on the optimality. It also requires evaluation of the different criteria and represents them in the form of cause-effect relation to make them more clear for occupants.

In Fig. 11, the differential explanations are illustrated in a table where the first column represents the distance of optimality for actions with what the occupant should have done according to the optimal plan, as shown in Eq. (19).

\[ A^\star_k - \hat{A}_k = \Delta A_k \]  (19)

where \( A^\star_k \) represent the action (Fig. 2) calculated by the optimizer at instant \( k \) while \( \hat{A}_k \) represents a measured occupant’s action at the same instant. The variable, \( k \), can take any value in \([0, 23]\). In this paper, \( k = [8, 20] \), \( \forall k \), because it focuses on the time where occupants are present (daytime period). At 8am, for instance, the inhabitant should have opened the window more. At 4pm, the user behaves according to best scenario.

The second column presents the effects (Fig. 2), like in the thermal comfort and the air quality. This is given by Eq. (20).

\[ E^\star_k - \tilde{E}_k = \Delta E_k \]  (20)

where \( E^\star_k \) represent the calculated effect by system at instant \( k \) while \( \tilde{E}_k \) represents the measured effect. The right-hand-side of Eq. (19) and (20) denotes the difference in actions of the occupants and its resulting difference in the effect at the \( k \)-th instant, respectively.

To better represent the causality in the explanations and extract the knowledge from the system, the intermediate variables are added in the third column of Fig. 11. Those variables are extracted to render the knowledge from the system explicitly.

The last row labeled ALL represents the overall gain or loss in the comfort criteria throughout the day. To generate a small summary and give the inhabitant an indicator to optimality in general, for the entire day.

When computing the differential explanation, it is necessary to transform quantitative variable values into qualitative ones for a better understanding.
Figure 11: Differential explanations help the inhabitants to understand their actions like at 4pm, the user behaves correctly (its action was similar to the proposed optimal plan); at 12am, the inhabitant should have opened the door for much longer time, this would helped him getting a high improvement in his thermal comfort and slight enhancement in the air quality.

for the occupants and defines the qualitative distance. For instance, telling the occupant that closing the door at 2pm will cause a lot of decrease in the airflow and that he will obtain a significant decrease in the air quality level is easier to understand rather than telling that a difference in airflow of 30% will lead to a difference in CO\textsubscript{2} concentration of 400 ppm. The transformation from quantitative to qualitative here is done by dividing the value domain of a variable into 7 sub-domains (3 positive, 3 negative and 1 no-change levels). Those levels were chosen from the physical world according to their impact on the model and the occupant.

The levels for the variations in thermal dissatisfaction are given by:

$$\Pi_T^{\Delta \sigma_T^k(T_{in})}$$

The levels for the variations in air quality dissatisfaction are given by:

$$\Pi_{\text{CO}_2}^{\Delta \sigma_{\text{air}}^k(C_{in})}$$

The levels for the variations in the opening of the door and the window are given by:

$$\Pi^{\Delta \zeta_D}_{\text{opening}}$$

$$\Pi^{\Delta \zeta_W}_{\text{opening}}$$
The arguments of each of these discretization functions is the difference of the measured quantity with the proposed optimal value of the quantity. Except for the no-change level, where arrows are omitted, 1 to 3 arrows have been used to represent the associated sign of variation (arrows direction) and intensity (number of arrows). For instance, in Fig. 11, the logo of window with three adjacent upward arrows means that the occupant should have opened the window for a much longer period of time during the corresponding time period.

As it can be seen, the differential explanations are much easier to understand than the analysis of the 11 plotted curves (Fig. 3 to 6) where the inhabitant has to correlate the different actions, effects and intermediate variables. With differential explanation, it is thus easy for an occupant to identify the actions that needs to be modified, monitor the difference gained with respect to different criteria while at the same time use the intermediate variables as elements of understanding.

The differential explanation is providing a list of behavior modifications (opens the door for a longer period, for instance) with the associated impact. However, there are two limitations with such a description.

First, there is not a direct link between an action modification and its impact. Buildings have inertia i.e. energy dynamically stored in their structure. This inertia causes a delay and has a smoothing effect on different changes in the building preventing a rapid degradation or augmentations in temperature. Inertia is also present in the room volume for the CO$_2$ concentration. Thus, occupant actions might have a delayed impact.

In Fig. 12, closing the door at 10am does not have an immediate impact but it has a strong influence on the air quality at 12pm: it is a calculated delayed impact.

Second, all the proposed action modifications does not have the same impor-
tance: some of them have a limited influence and could be skipped if necessary (the inhabitant might not want for instance to interrupt his current activity to close the window). But some of them should be followed because of their high influence on the selected criteria (like the previous door example having a strong influence on the air quality).

Let’s consider

\[ \tilde{A} = \{ \tilde{A}_{i,k}; \forall k \} \]

\[ A^* = \{ A^*_{i,k}; \forall k \} \] (21)

where \( i \) stands for the different actions (window and door) and \( k \) for the time period. The influence of each action is determined by changing one action at a time like in Eq. (22). In a specific instant the calculated action will be equal to the measured action.

\[ A^*_t = \{ A^*_{k}; \forall k \neq t \} \cup \{ \tilde{A}_t \} \] (22)

The physical model is then used to re-simulate the effects.

Physical model: \( A^*_t \implies E^*_t \) (23)

By comparing the optimal scenario with a scenario calculated by replacing one optimal action by the action that has been really done, it is possible to evaluate the impact of occupants behaviors that they may have on the comfort level and how it is preventing them from reaching the optimal level. For instance, on Fig. 12, occupant might discover that opening the window for longer time requested by the system at 8:00 will not change much the air quality at 12:00 but not closing the door at 10:00am could dramatically change the level of the air quality at 12:00pm.

\[ E^*_t - E^*_k = \Delta E \] (24)

Thus, the proposed method allows the occupants to have an explanation based on the cause-effect relations of their actions and they may decide to change their routines, learning from their historical actions.

6 Conclusion

The main objective of this paper is to help the occupants to get a better understanding of their energy management system and their actions. This work discusses and presents why explanations are needed and why they are important for occupants apprehension of the energy management system and the impact of their actions. It presents the concept of differential explanations i.e. a type of cause-effect explanations and also presents the concept of influence of the inhabitant’s actions to clarify for him/her the long term effect of his/her actions. This study uses the multi-objective version of differential evolution (DEMO) for
proposing optimal actions to the occupant based on his/her past actions. This is preliminary work dealing with thermal and air quality comfort criteria.

In future, this work will examine different methods to build and generate qualitative models to define causality between actions and their causal chain of impacts. This can be done by using causal physical models like bond graphs [14] and try to profit from the techniques of the causal graph to formalize the causal explanations like by using GARP3 [15] as workbench for qualitative reasoning and modeling.

Another aspect to be explored is the optimal schedule obtained when other criteria such as humidity, consumption of energy, price of electricity, etc. come into play. Besides having multiple criteria, the occupant may be biased towards certain criteria. Hence, the preference of the occupant plays a crucial role in decision making. Incorporating such user preferences is another open area of research. As the only machine learning tool used in this work is the optimization algorithm, the comparison of the performance of the proposed approach using other optimization algorithms is to be studied further.
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